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Combinatorial Enumeration in Chemistry

BY D. BABICa , D.J. KLEIN, J. VON KNOP AND N. TRINAJSTICa

1 Introduction

In this report we review the literature in the area of combinatorial enumeration
in chemistry published in the last two years – from June 2001 to May 2003. In
our earlier report1 we presented historically important isomer enumerations,
enumeration methods and then we reviewed the literature published between
June 1999 and May 2001. Here we will focus only on the recent enumerative
work since our previous report gives much background information on the
history and methodology of counting objects in chemistry. Nevertheless, we
will also mention some of the past achievements closely related to the discussed
results most of which were not previously reviewed.

However, we wish to stress that the most fundamental problem underlying a
part of modern chemistry called combinatorial chemistry2,3 is that a very large
number of different molecules is possible. This fact raises the pertinent ques-
tion How many different molecules are possible? It is a rather simple question,
but it does not have a simple answer. Combinatorial enumerations can provide
an answer.

2 Current Results

2.1 Isomer Enumeration. – In this section we will review the current results
regarding enumerations of acyclic structures, usually represented by trees, and
benzenoid hydrocarbons whose enumeration represents a subject considered
by many past and present authors. We will also mention the related past
results in order that the reader can see how the current achievement fits into
the development of a particular area of isomer enumeration.

2.1.1 Trees. – The enumeration of all possible graph-theoretical trees4 and
chemical trees5 still attracts attention. Trees are connected acyclic graphs.4

Chemical trees are trees in which no vertex has a degree greater than 4, whilst
graph-theoretical trees do not have such a constraint. Chemical trees provide,
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among many other things, the natural graph-theoretical representation of
acyclic carbon structures. There has also been introduced by Kroto et al.6 in
1987 the concept of physical tree. Based on this concept a proposal was made
for the simple mechanism by which acyclic molecules could be formed in inter-
stellar space and circumstellar shells. Physical trees with no vertex-degree
greater than 4 were generated and enumerated using the N-tuple code.7,8

Physical trees carry ‘memory’ of their origin, implemented by a special label-
ing of their vertices, unlike chemical trees, that is, trees without ‘memory’.
Thus, a physical tree is obtained by assigning labels to the vertices of a tree
consecutively, and each vertex to be labeled must be adjacent to an already
labeled vertex. Therefore, each vertex, except the vertex labeled 1, has exactly
one neighbor with a lower label. This labeling results in the vertex-adjacency
matrix5 A of a physical tree that contains only one non-zero element in each
column of its upper (or in each row of lower) triangle.9 A consequence of the
above is that the total number of different physical trees with N vertices
and with no restriction upon the vertex-degree is simply (N-1)!. Since there
are (i-1) ways to pick the non-zero element in the i-th column of the
upper (or in the i-th row of lower) triangle of the vertex-adjacency matrix,
and since these choices are independent, the total number of ways equals
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∏ .10 The number of linear (chain-like) physical trees is also

given by a simple formula:6 2N-2. For example, the number of physical trees
with 13 vertices and the vertex-degree restriction to 4 or less is 311216626,8

whilst this number for all physical trees with 13 vertices is 12!= 479001600.
The number of linear physical trees with N= 13 is 211= 2048. Physical trees
represent a subset of labeled trees. The number of different labeled trees is
NN-2, a result given by Cayley already in 1889.11 Hence, the number of all
possible labeled trees with 13 vertices is 1311= 1792159794037.

Lukovits and Gutman12 have shown that Morgan-trees represent a subclass
of physical trees. The formal definition and nomenclature of a Morgan-tree
was introduced by Lukovits13 in 1999 and has been named in honor of H.L.
Morgan, who proposed the underlying concept in 1965, when working on the
development of a computer-based chemical information system at the Chemi-
cal Abstracts Service in Columbus (Ohio), an algorithm for unique labeling of
chemical structures.14

A Morgan-tree (MT) is a physical tree in which the numbering must obey an
additional (with respect to physical trees) restriction: Each new label must be
attached to a vertex which is adjacent to a vertex labeled with the lowest avail-
able ordinal. Example: Number 1 can be attached to any vertex. Number 2
must be attached to one of the vertices being adjacent to vertex 1, since an MT
is also a physical tree. Number 3 must be attached to a vertex being adjacent
to vertex 1, if there is such a vertex. If not, it must be attached to a vertex being
adjacent to vertex 2, etc. The essence of the enumeration method based on
MTs is that the number of MTs is a small fraction of physical trees. Any tree
that can be labelled in such a way it is an MT. The codes representing MTs can
be easily generated, and the redundant structures can be eliminated by using
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several rules. Note that there is not any step which involves a comparison of
different structures.

Lukovits and Gutman12 derived a formula for ennumerating all Morgan-trees
(MT) with N vertices:

MT(N)= (2N-2)!/N! (N-1)! (1)

They used Morgan-trees for the exhaustive generation and enumeration of
chemical trees (alkane isomers and alkyl derivatives). In a previous work,
Lukovits encountered a problem of redundant structures13,15 that appears now
to be solved.12,16

Došliç10 has shown that there is a simple bijection between the set of all
Morgan-trees with a given number of vertices N and Dyck paths on 2(N-2)
steps. A Dyck path on 2N steps is a lattice path in the coordinate plane (x,y)
from (0,0) to (2N,0) with steps (1,1) up and (1,−1) down, never falling below the
x-axis.17 Dyck paths are one of many combinatorial families enumerated by
Catalan numbers (CN) Ng 0.18 These Dyck paths are also recognized as path
diagrams (e.g. in ref. 19) corresponding to Yamanouchi symbols20 which char-
acterize spin-singlet coupling patterns for the symmetric group, as of use in
many-particle quantum mechanics. A consequence of the said bijection is that
the exact enumerative results for Morgan-trees with a given number of vertices
can be obtained in terms of Catalan numbers. Došliç10 proved that the number
of all Morgan-trees with N vertices is CN-2. Lukovits-Gutman equation (1) is
really equal to CN-1. The seeming discrepancy between Lukovits-Gutman and
Došliç formulas is due to the different starting points.

For a given Ng0, the quantity:18,21

C N
N

NN= +1/( 1)
2






 (2)

is called the N-th Catalan number. Formula (2) generates Catalan numbers: 1,
1, 2, 5, 14, 42, 132, 429, 1430, 4862, 16796, 58786, 208012, etc. In Lukovits and
Gutman’s paper12 these first thirteen Catalan numbers appear as matrix-
elements next to the zero-diagonal elements of the (14 × 14) accessibility matrix
S (see Table 1 in their paper) as the numbers of Morgan-trees with up to 13
vertices, but have not been identified by these authors as Catalan numbers.

The N-tuple code deserves a few more words. Most of the literature on
isomer counting has been focused on the enumeration of specific structural
classes. Very little attention has been given to the sequence of generation and
its possible relationship to nomenclature. An exception to this trend is the
N-tuple code developed for trees by von Knop et al.7 The N-tuple code repre-
sents a set of non-negative integers smaller than N (the number of vertices in
a tree; the number of carbon atoms in an alkane), each representing the degree
of a vertex in a tree or subtree. The degree (or valency) of a vertex in a
(molecular) graph is equal to the number of edges meeting at this vertex. To
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obtain the N-tuple code, one has first to identify the vertices with the highest
degree and select amongst them one that will result in a code that produces
lexicographically the largest number. After the starting vertex is located, that
vertex and adjacent edges are removed. The subtrees thus produced are exam-
ined. Typically, this means looking for the largest chain, and, if several chains
of the same length appear, their codes are derived and combined in such a
way that the result corresponds to the lexicographically highest number. The
N-tuple code was the basis for the so-called compact codes22 (called so because
they use a limited number of digits for linearly encoding a given chemical
structure) that have the potential to develop into a full new system of chemical
coding. Compact codes have been used to encode23–27 various classes of satu-
rated and unsaturated acyclic molecules including acyclic compounds with
heteroatoms, polycyclic molecules such as benzenoid hydrocarbons, annulenes,
aza-annulenes, annulenoannulenes, aza-annulenoannulenes, cyclazines, aza-
cyclazines, etc. In Figure 1 we give as an illustrative example the N-tuple code
for a tree representing the carbon skeleton of 2,2,3-trimethylpentane and the
labeling of its vertices induced by the N-tuple code.

The N-tuple code was also extended by Contreras et al.28 to polycyclic
structures and other molecular structures of increasing complexity. This
code together with new approaches for symmetry analysis and cycle detection
in molecular graphs was implemented in a modular way in the program
CAMGEC2.28

Into this area of enumeration there also fall the efforts of Davidson29–31 who
used side-chain complexity minimization algorithms for naming and coding
carbon skeletons of alkanes and ring-chain assemblies. His latest effort32 is
focused on fast canonical generation of the alkane series. Davidson’s approach
is based on the selection of the main chain of an alkane as the path that yields
the least complex side chains without the maximum-length constraint that

Figure 1 A tree representing the carbon skeleton of 2,2,3-trimethylpentane, its N-tuple
code and the labels of its vertices induced by the N-tuple code
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leads to an efficient algorithm representable as a nested binary tree. The largest
side-chain required to specify an N-carbon alkane becomes (N-1)/3. This, for
example, allows 3.8 million C1–C22 alkanes to be coded for name translation in
dictionary order, using an alphabet of 33 C1–C6 alkyl groups, also ranked by
complexity. The generating process produces reversible isomer codes, making
the computation rate in isomers per second inverse linear with N and much
faster than reported rates for other structure-generators. Davidson called his
alkane isomer codes (size+alkyl codes) the ultimate compact codes. We note
that the number of isomers for C22 alkanes, given by Davidson (2267998),32 is
smaller than given by other authors (2278658).8,33

Classical enumerations of the constitutional isomers of various classes of
hydrocarbons in the manner of Henze and Blair34–40 are still being pursued.
Henze and Blair derived recursive algorithms for enumerating the number
of constitutional isomers of acyclic structures using the corresponding radicals.
For example, they computed isomers of alkanes using alkyl radicals. However,
Henze and Blair did not tackle the enumeration of constitutional isomers of
cyclic structures. Lam from the Department of Chemical Pathology of the
Chinese University of Hong Kong (China) undertook this task since he real-
ized that alkyl polyradicals can be employed to enumerate isomers of cyclic
compounds using ideas, and even numbers, of Henze and Blair. After showing
that alkyl 1,1-biradicals can be used to enumerate the constitutional isomers
of alkenes41 (these numbers fully agree with the numbers obtained by von
Knop et al.7,8 using an algorithm based on the N-tuple code) and alkyl-
cyclopropanes,42 Lam43 used alkyl 1,1,1-triradicals to enumerate isomers of
alkylcyclobutadienes. For an alkyl triradical of carbon content N, the number
of constitutional isomers is LN, where also LN=SN-1 where SN-1 denotes the
number of constitutional isomers of an alkyl group with N-1 carbons. The SN

numbers Lam took from Henze and Blair.34

Wang et al.44 have dealt with enumeration of hydroxyl ethers. The consid-
ered class of compounds was limited to the so called stable hydroxyl ethers,
with at most single oxygen atom bonded to any carbon atom. They presented
generating functions for constitutional isomers, all stereo isomers and achiral
stereo isomers of these compounds.

2.1.2 Benzenoid Hydrocarbons. – The interest in answering the ubiquitous
question How many benzenoid hydrocarbons are there? continues. In the last
forty years, this question was considered by many authors who proposed a
galaxy of methods for generation and enumeration of benzenoid isomers8,45,46

(in the mathematical literature this problem is known as counting hexagonal
polyominoes47,48 or hexagonal animals49 and belongs to the cell-growth prob-
lems4,50). Graphs representing benzenoid hydrocarbons are often called in the
literature polyhexes,5,51 benzenoid graphs5,52 and there is also a term polyhex
hydrocarbons53,54 in use. Polyhexes are planar graphs that may be obtained by
any combination of regular hexagons such that any two of its hexagons have
exactly one common edge or are disjoint. These schemes sometimes differ in
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whether they count polyhex structures which are not subgraphs of the honey-
comb lattice (i.e., they sometimes do and sometimes do not include helicenic
structures).

Among the first attempts in the chemical literature to enumerate benzenoid
structures were efforts by Balaban and Harary51 in 1968, Balaban et al.55

in 1980 and von Knop et al.56 in 1983. With increasing capacity of computers
and an improvement of algorithms, enumerations of benzenoids have been
extended to very large systems. After von Knop and his group published
results for simply- and multiply-connected benzenoids with up to 16 hexa-
gons,53,57 using an algorithm based on the DAST (dualist angle-restricted
spanning tree) code, several groups extended these enumerations, using their
own algorithms, gradually building up to systems with up to 25 hexagons, e.g.
refs. 58–63. All these efforts belong to the so-called constructive enumerations,
that is, counting benzenoids by constructing each molecule using a suitable
code. The constructive enumerations are useful for generating combinatorial
libraries.

In order to extend the enumerative results to much higher numbers of hexa-
gons, Vöge et al.64 devised a new algorithm, based on methods used in statisti-
cal physics, which allows the computer enumeration of benzenoid systems
(without constructing them; the so-called nonconstructive enumeration) with
up to 35 hexagons. They proved that bh#kh, where bh is the number of
benzenoid systems with h hexagons and k is a growth constant. They also
established the rigorous bounds for the growth constant: 4.789fkf5.905
and estimated that k= 5.16193016(8).

The work of Vöge et al.64 made it possible to establish the asymptotic
law by which bh increases with h, for large values of h.65 The numbers bh

for h>10 turn out to be rather huge, e.g., b11= 141229, b16= 359863778,
b21= 1012565172403, and b35=5851000265625801806530.64 Using the asymp-
totic form one can calculate the approximate values of bh for h greater than 35,
if one is interested in these numbers. However, the exact computations were
rather lenghty – Vöge et al.64 needed about 10 weeks on a Compaq Alpha-
Server ES40, utilizing up to 5 GB of memory, to get the values of bh with up
to hf 35. Even so, this is considerably less time than one used by von Knop
et al.57 to get the values of bh with up to hf 16 – they needed almost 92 days
on a personal computer Siemens PCD3D (20 MHz, 386-AT).

It should be also mentioned that the number of known benzenoid hydro-
carbons is about a thousand. However, the methods for synthesis of
benzenoids have been improved66,67 so that even very large benzenoids68 are
already available exhibiting unusually high stability68,69 and many interesting
properties (e.g., self-organization, conductivity).70 There is also available a
strategy, based on graph-theoretical and topological arguments, for designing
all kinds of aromatic structures that includes benzenoid hydrocarbons and
their derivatives.71

Klein and Misra72 addressed a problem of enumerating poly-N-phenacenes,
consisting of a cycle of benzene rings each fused in either meta or para fashions
to the rings on either side of it. Here the fusion may be at opposite edges of a
ring (termed para-fusion) or at next-neighbor edges of a ring (and termed
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meta-fusion). Thence a cycle of rings results, where the meta-fusions can be to
non-neighbor edges either to the “left” or “right”, as one proceeds around the
cycle. Note here may be made of synthetic efforts toward preparing and char-
acterizing such species.73–77 The enumeration of the possible isomers is reminis-
cent of the Pólya approach, which entails enumeration of suitable symmetry
classes of mathematical maps from a domain (usually of skeletal sites) to a
range (of substituents). However for the present enumeration it turns out the
relevant symmetry group acts both on the domain and range, so that some
extension of the standard enumerative approach is needed. Thence a general
symmetry-attentive method for enumeration is made, and applied for the cases
where the number N of benzene rings is prime. The method is more general
than prime N, this being the simplest case, where the relevant cyclic-related
groups have simpler subgroup structures. The methodology is first presented
on the simpler case of open-chain polyphenacenes, as earlier treated by
Balaban and Harary.51 Leading up to the general approach a systematic
scheme to generate the various isomer labels is formulated, is noted to relate to
a systematic ‘nomenclature’, and applied to cycles of up to 13 benzene rings
(where there are over a 30000 isomers, of the ‘regular’ type). The method and
applications incorporate the possibility of the cyclo-phenacene being ‘regular’
like an (untwisted) belt, or with a Möbius twist (either left- or right-handed),
or even being multiply twisted. Some cursory attention is even directed to the
possibility of knotted cyclo-polyphenacenes (possibly with various numbers of
twists) and polyphenacenes that consist of a linking of multiple cycles.

2.1.3 Pólya Theory and Mark Tables. – The classification of substitutional
isomers according to their symmetry realized as a result of the substitution
has been a topic of some chemical interest for a little over 2 decades, with
several chemical researchers utilizing methodology parts of which dates back
to Burnside78 around 1900. A number of researchers (Hässelbarth,79 Mead,80

Brocas, Gielen and Willem,81 and Fujita82) utilized so-called mark tables to
solve this type of problem, such tables conveniently characterizing the different
possible subgroup structures within the parent permutationally represented
symmetry of the skeleton into which the different substituents are being
placed. Over the years books on this subject have appeared, by Fujita83 and
more recently by El-Basil,84 merging the whole idea neatly with conventional
Pólya theory of enumeration.85 In 2002, a special issue of MATCH (vol. 46)
was published dedicated to recent developments in this area. Thence the bulk
of these papers may all be nicely reviewed together here. The introductory
paper there by El-Basil86 gives a short (dozen-page) history, with emphasis
on the important role played by Pólya theory and mark tables in counting
isomeric structures.

Dolhaine and Hönig87,88 continue their work on counting isomers of complex
organic compounds using the Mathematica® application program package
Isomers,89 which is the implementation of an efficient isomer enumeration
algorithm based on the classical Pólya counting theorem.85 They applied their
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program to obtain the number of possible tetramers of a selected subset of
the nine known inositols (1,2,3,4,5,6-hexahydroxycyclohexanes). The question
How many tetramers of four specific inositols, namely neo-, muco-, D-chiro and
L-chiro are there? has been asked by Tomas Hudlicky from the University of
Florida at Gainesville, whose group is making these compounds.90,91 This ques-
tion was directed to Dolhaine and his coworkers because Dolhaine et al.92

applied in 1999 their program Isomers to a number of molecules of interest for
organic chemists, including some oligomers of inositols. The answer to this
question should also be of interest in the field of structural biology, where
sugars and pseudosugars gain status as information-carrying macromol-
ecules.93 Doing combinatorial chemistry without knowledge of just how many
combinations are to be expected, appears to be impratical, or at least incom-
plete. Dolhaine and Hönig87 obtained these numbers – there are 24300 linear
and 6480 branched tetramers. Therefore, there are 30780 tetramers possible
which are made of the four specific and different (neo-, muco-, D-chiro and
L-chiro) inositols.

In a subsequent publication, Dolhaine and Hönig88 gave tables of all
possible combinations and stereoisomers of the known nine inositols in
their dimer, trimer and tetramer forms. The respective numbers of achiral
compounds and cumulative estimations of the number of possible linear
pentamers, hexamers, heptamers, octamers and nonamers are also listed. These
calculations have been carried out by the Mathematica – AddOn ‘Isomers.m’
program which is available together with some help, free of charge (for
academics only), at: http://www.cis.TUGraz.at/orgc/institut/softnew.htm.

Kerber94 presents a mathematically elegant concise overview of the funda-
ments of enumeration theory under finite group action (following up on his
mathematics book95). Kerber attends but briefly to the realized and potential
chemical applications, so that his overview may be seen as encompassing an
indication of further techniques of likely chemical use. In the following article
Hässelbarth and Kerber96 describe applications of enumeration under finite
group action on a particular class of combinatorial libraries that arise from a
symmetric parent compound by means of reactions with a given set of building
blocks. Such libraries were described by Carell et al.,97,98 and their enumeration
by weight was made by van Almsick et al.,99 using the Pólya theorem.85 The
enumeration by symmetry group is discussed by Hässelbarth100 in 1986. In
their paper Hässelbarth and Kerber96 give a refinement of both these methods,
enumerating such libraries by weight and by symmetry group using math-
ematical apparatus presented by Kerber in the preceding paper.94 They present
their methodology on previously considered libraries,97,98 arising from xanthene
and from a benzene skeleton with three acid-chloride groups.

Nemba and Balaban101 obtained the number of chiral and achiral isomers of
cycloalkanes CNH2N with M homomorphic alkyl groups. The M alkyl groups
CNH2N+1 are homomorphic if they are structurally and steroechemically identi-
cal when they are detached from the ring system. Nemba and Balaban101 used
the upgraded form of the enumeration technique described by Robinson et
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al.,102 and produced numbers of enantiomeric pairs and achiral carbon skel-
etons of homopolysubstituted cycloalkanes CNH2N-M(CNH2N+1)M for various
values of Ng 3 and 1fMfN.

In the mentioned special issue of MATCH, there are general methodological
papers by Fujita and El-Basil103 and by Lloyd.104 A paper by Klein and Misra72

is mentioned earlier in section 2.1.2 here. Another paper by Lloyd and
Dolhaine105 applies the mark-table methods outside of the area of isomer
enumeration – enumerating thermal cycles.

Fujita83 continues an immense near single-handed work on the development
of symmetry-attentive combinatorial isomer-enumeration methodology and
its application. In the present work, Fujita106 reports exhaustive combinatorial
enumeration of the square-planar complexes with achiral and chiral ligands
under the point-group D4h, where its mark table86,103 and its inverse mark table
are prepared and used to calculate the subduction of coset representations. The
enumeration results are used to discuss equivalency under point-group symme-
try, that is, enantiomeric relationships for chiral complexes and prochirality
for achiral complexes. The alternative combinatorial enumeration of the
square-planar complexes was carried out under the permutation group S4,
which is the symmetric group on four indices.107 After defining the proper and
improper permutations, the subgroups of S4 are classified into stereogenic
and astereogenic groups for the square-planar complexes. Then, equivalency
under permutation-group symmetry is employed to clarify enantiomeric and
diasteroisomeric relationships. Fujita’s work based on the comparison between
the action of a point-group and that of a permutation-group provides a novel
and versatile approach to stereochemistry.

Fujita108 also studied molecules of ligancy 4 that have been derived from
allene, ethylene, tetrahedral, and square-planar skeletons to show that their
symmetries are dually and distinctly controlled by point groups and permuta-
tion groups. He has shown the following: insomuch as the point-group symme-
try controls the chirality/achirality of a molecule, sphericity in a molecule109

and enantiomeric relationship between molecules,109 the permutation-group
symmetry controls the stereogenicity of a molecule, tropicity in a molecule and
diastereomeric relationship between molecules. To characterize permutation
groups, proper and improper permutations have been defined by comparing
proper and improper rotations. These permutation groups were classified into
stereogenic and astereogenic groups. After a coset representation (CR) of a
permutation group has been ascribed to an orbit (equivalence class), the
tropicity of the orbit has been defined in terms of the global stereogenicity and
the local stereogenicity of the CR. As a result, the conventional stereogenicity
has been replaced by the concept of local stereogenicity in this paper. Fujita
coined the terms homotropic, enantiotropic, and hemitropic and has used them
to characterize prostereogenicity. A molecule is defined as being prostereo-
genic if it has at least one enantiotropic orbit. Since this definition has
been found to be parallel with the definition of prochirality, relevant concepts
have been discussed with respect to the parallelism between stereogenicity
and chirality in order to restructure the theoretical foundation of
stereochemistry and stereoisomerism. The derivation of the skeletons has
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been characterized by desymmetrization due to the subduction of CRs. The
Cahn-Ingold-Prelog (CIP) system110 has been discussed from the permutational
point of view to show that it specifies diastereomeric relationships only.
The apparent specification of enantiomeric relationships by the CIP system
has been shown to arise from the fact that diastereomeric relationships and
enantiomeric ones overlap occasionally in case of tetrahedral molecules.

Fujita111 has extended the sphericity concept, proposed for specifying stereo-
chemistry in a molecule,109 to a study of stereoisomerism among molecules.
The novelty of this approach is to characterize the global symmetries of mol-
ecules as the local symmetries of stereoisomerism. Therefore, stereochemistry
and stereoisomerism have been discussed on a common basis. Promolecules,
which have been generated as stereochemical models of molecules by placing
proligands (structureless ligands with chirality/achirality) on the vertices of a
tetrahedral skeleton, have been analyzed by a permutation-group approach
and by a point-group one. The skeleton has been considered to belong to
the symmetric group of degree 4 and to the isomorphic point group Td. The
chirality fittingness derived from the sphericity concept has been applied to
the characterization of local symmetries of promolecules, where two types of
the Young tableaux have been compared. Thus, the Young tableaux of sym-
metry have been introduced to treat the ligand packing based on the chirality
fittingness. These tableaux have been compared with the Young tableaux of
permutation, which have taken no account of such chirality fittingness. The
two types of the Young tableaux have been applied to the enumeration of
tetrahedral isomers with chirality fittingness observance and without chirality
fittingness. This enumeration has enabled the clarification of the quantitative
aspect of the sphericity concept in characterizing isomer equivalence. There-
fore, equivalent isomers under a point-group symmetry have been shown to
construct an orbit of stereoisomers that is ascribed to a coset representation.
Homomeric, enantiomeric, and diastereomeric relationships between stereoiso-
mers have been discussed by means of homospheric, enantiospheric and hemi-
spheric orbits of stereoisomers. Skeleton-based and ligand-based categories
for enantiomers and diastereomers have also been discussed. The stereo-
genicity and the prostereogenicity of the Chan-Ingold-Prelog system110 have
been related to the Young tableaux of permutation.

Fujita and El-Basil112 have developed a graphical method for generating one-
and some two-dimensional group characters by using a reduced homomer set.
The reduced homomer set was obtained by introducing the notion of negative
graphs as corresponding to homomers with exchanged colors of vertices.

2.2 Kekulé Structure Count. – As remarked in our previous report1 chemical
work on counting Kekulé structures appears to be less wide-spread than a
decade or two ago. It is however still studied by the mathematicians113,114 and
sometimes by chemists.115 In graph-theoretical literature Kekulé structures are
identified as 1-factors,116 perfect matchings52,113,117 or Kekulé patterns.114,118,119

In 1985 von Knop et al.45 published a book including a comprehensive listing
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of benzenoids of up to 9 hexagons along with their Kekulé-structure counts.
Cyvin and Gutman119 published a book in 1988 on methods for counting
Kekulé structures in benzenoid hydrocarbons. Dias120 a year earlier (1987)
produced a handbook on benzenoid hydrocarbons that contained for each
structure also its Kekulé number.

Misra and Klein121 have further considered theoretical characteristics of
cyclo-polyphenacenes, including the enumeration of their Kekulé structures.
Such species always have Kekulé structures, and a comparable enumeration
algorithm was made a while back by Cyvin et al.,122 though they focused
more on structures like kekulene123 – that is, this earlier work focused
on unstrained structures. The enumeration proceeds by way of a transfer-
matrix technique,5,124–128 such as discussed in our previous report.1 This
technique has most usually previously been applied to polymers with but a
single monomer unit, whereas in the present case there are three monomer
units (para-fused, left-meta-fused, and right-meta-fused) occurring in different
sequences. As occasionally previously noted127 the technique applies reason-
ably to such disordered polymers also. Misra and Klein121 incorporate
the Kekulé-structure counts into a reactivity index, which in application to
open-chain polyphenacenes is found to agree well with an available set of
experimental data.129 Further they utilize a simple combinatorial curvature
index to indicate the amount of strain in the structures, to obtain decent
agreement with Dobrowolski’s earlier SCF results130 on all 52 of the regular
cyclo-hexaphenacenes.

Torrens115 considered the enumeration of Kekulé structures for alternant
benzenoid hydrocarbons using the connection between the permanent of the
vertex-adjacency matrix and the number of Kekulé structures:

per A=K2 (3)

This relation holds only for alternant structures as early noted by Percus.131 It
was discussed in graph-theoretical terms and applied to alternant hydrocar-
bons by Cvetkoviç et al.132,133 In the above formula, K is the number of Kekulé
structures and per A is the permanent of the vertex-adjacency matrix A of an
alternant hydrocarbon (i.e. a bipartite graph,4 or bicolorable structure134).

Permanents are generally more difficult to compute than determinants,135 so
that Torrens115 proposed an algorithm for fast computation of the permanents
of sparse matrices. Note, the vertex-adjacency matrix ([0,1] matrix) is for mol-
ecular graphs usually a sparse matrix. Torrens’ approach based on an earlier
algorithm reported by Cash,136 applies the algorithm in an upgraded form to a
suitable submatrix of the vertex-adjacency matrix. If we color an alternant
structure with N sites by two colors in such a way that sites colored with the
same color are never connected, then the sites can be divided in two groups
each containing sites of the same color. The corresponding vertex-adjacency
matrix is consequently given in terms of two submatrices B and B T, each
submatrix connecting between sites of different colors:
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where BT is the transpose of B and 0 is the zero matrix. Then, the permanent
of the adjacency matrix is given by:

per A=per B per BT= [per B]2 (5)

From (3) and (5) follows:

K= per B (6)

In fact all these equations have been known for several years, e.g. refs. 132–134.
Torrens’ contribution then is a computer program based on (6) which is
about seven times faster than the C-language program devised by Cash,136 part
of Torrens’ program’s advantage coming from the utilization of bitwise opera-
tions instead of integer comparisons. Still among the molecules considered
by Torrens are two structures (pentalene, azulene) that are non-alternant
hydrocarbons, though they have an alternant perimeter.

Lukovits et al.137 have calculated the number of Kekulé structures of a
special class of carbon nanotubes (CNT) with open ends which are also called
tubulenes. CNTs are composed of cyclindrical graphene sheets consisting of
sp2 carbon atoms and may be thought of as hexagonal conjugated systems
surrounded by a cloud of p-electrons. They were first prepared by Iijima138

in 1991 as tiny tubes with about 1.5 nm of diameter and a length of several
microns. A tube of this diameter contains about 20 hexagons along its circum-
ference. CNTs possess conducting or semiconducting properties depending
on the tube structure139–142 and may be prepared by a laser technique138 or by
electrochemical procedures143 or in some other way, e.g. refs. 144–148.

Lukovits et al.137 have calculated the number of Kekulé structures in
defect-free armchair tubulenes149 using the transfer-matrix technique.1,5,124–128

Other researchers have also been engaged in generating the number Kekulé
structures of nanotubes and tubulenes, e.g. refs. 1, 150–153.

Lukovits et al.137 considered polynaphthalenes and polyphenanthrenes and
their macrocyclic analogs. The results they obtained indicate that the number
of Kekulé structures is greater if the considered tubulenes are extended in the
vertical (i.e., if they get longer) than in the horizontal direction. Moreover,
experimental observation obtained by using scanning probe microscopy sup-
ports this prediction.137 But here it should be emphasized that this conclusion
is for the considered tubulenes, with the particular types of ends considered by
Lukovits et al.137 That is, the global Kekulé structure count can be vastly dif-
ferent depending on the ends of the tubes, because of a long-range order inher-
ent in Kekulé structures. That the Kekulé-structure count is very sensitive to
the ends is evident with the trivial example entailing the addition (or subtrac-
tion) of but a single vertex from the end of a Kekulé-structure-rich polymer,
whence with an odd number of sites the count drops abruptly to 0. But a more
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general understanding is available.154 The resultant general form of the count
KL,c for a polymer of length L and circumference c appears asymptotically (for
large L) as

K AL c c c
L

, # L (7)

where Ac and Lc are independent of L. Further Lc (the maximum eigenvalue of
the transfer matrix) for a given type of tube ends up dependent on the ends of
the polymer tube only in a rather simple discretized fashion. That is, of the
infinitude of possible ends there are but #c different classes, each class giving
a distinct value of Lc. Overall for general conjugated p-network polymers
(non-zero) Lc falls in a range between 1 and sc, with s independent of c and
L as well as the particular monomer unit. For a particular polymer this full
range from 1dsc is typically approximately uniformly filled (by #c values).
In any event the simple relation of Swinborne-Sheldrake et al.155 correlating
overall resonance energy with the Kekulé structure count that is employed by
Lukovits et al.137 should be used with caution for extended systems if one uses
a global (i.e., end-sensitive) Kekulé structure count.

The sensitivity in selected properties of general graphitic fragments to the
nature of different boundaries, has been studied sometime back,156–158 as this
relates to the tendency for unpaired electrons to appear in extended graphitic
nano-structures. That is, with an unfavorable boundary which gives very few
Kekulé structures, it becomes more favorable for major contributions from
resonance structures with unpaired electrons at the boundary if the unpaired
electrons are so placed that the remnant effective boundary is such as to sup-
port a greater number of Kekulé structures. Indeed it has been found (earlier
on in Klein159 and Klein and Bytautas,160 and recently now by Ivanciuc et
al.161,162) that the predictions made from such relatively simple resonance-
theoretic considerations end up correlating quite accurately with the number of
unpaired boundary-localized electrons predicted by suitable UHF solutions to
Hubbard models. In these articles such comparisons have been made for about
two-dozen different graphitic edges, much extending several earlier pieces of
previously observed but unrationalized behaviors for the Hückel-model solu-
tions at boundaries of graphite163–165 or of large benzenoids.157,158,166 Further in
the work of Ivanciuc et al.161,162 results have been enunciated for a general class
of vacancy defects, and also in this case there has been found agreement in
about two dozen cases with UHF solutions for the Hubbard model in regard
to the occurrence of defect localized unpaired spins. Especially for the case of
a single-site vacancy defect the results here again rationalize some earlier
observations167–170 made with simple tight-binding methods. Further there is a
qualitative agreement with the results of scanning electron microscopy for two
types of edges,171 and for the single-site vacancy defect.172–174

2.3 Counting Walks. – Walks can be used for characterization175–179 of (molecu-
lar) graphs, for quantification180 of their complexity (or more precisely their
labyrinthicity181) and for definition of various molecular descriptors.177,182–184 A
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walk in a (molecular) graph is an alternating sequence of vertices and edges,
such that each edge begins and ends with the vertices immediately preceding
and following it.4 The length of the walk is the number of edges in it. Repeti-
tion of vertices and/or edges is allowed in a walk. A random walk in a graph is
naturally designated by a suitable probability measure, of which there are two
natural ones. First, one probability measure entails starting walks from each
vertex with equal likelihood and subsequent steps are such that each neigh-
boring vertex is stepped to with equal probability, so that the probability of
stepping from vertex i to j is 1/di where di is the degree of vertex i. Second,
another conceivable probability measure takes each possible walk of a given
length as equally likely. If a graph is regular (i.e., having all vertices of the
same degree), then the two resultant probability distributions for walks are
the same – but not otherwise. The walks generated with the first probability
measure are typically called random, and here we term the walks of the second
case equi-weighted. A self-returning walk is a (random) walk starting and
ending at the same vertex.

It is well-known5,185,186 that the number of walks of length s beginning at
vertex i and ending at vertex j is given by the i,j-element of the s-th power of
the vertex-adjacency matrix A: (As)ij. Then the number of self-returning walks
of length s is given by the i,i-element of the s-th power of the vertex-adjacency
matrix A: (As)ii. It has been found, for example, thirty years ago, that the total
number of self-returning walks of length s which coincide with the trace of As

can be applied to the theory of total p-electron energy,187 in as much as this
gives moments of the eigenvalue distribution (as elaborated some later here).
And more recently, self-returning-walk counts have been found to be appli-
cable to systematic search of isocodal vertices in molecular graphs.175,188–191

Isocodal vertices in a graph are those vertices that have the same numbers of
self-returning walks for each length of walk.

The atomic walk count of order s, denoted by (awc)s , is the number of all
possible walks of length s which start at a specified vertex (atom) i and end at
any vertex (atom) j :180

( ) ( ) ( )
1

awc i A ij
j

N

s
s=

=
∑ (8)

where N is the number of vertices in a graph G.
The molecular walk count of order s, denoted by (mwc)s , is obtained by

summing up all atomic walk counts of order s:182,192
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The total walk count, denoted by twc, is the sum of all (mwc)s for s=1 to
N-1:182,192
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The total walk count can be obtained in a much simpler way utilizing a
relationship between the Morgan extended connectivities14 (EC) and matrix
powers of the vertex-adjacency matrix. This relationship was first observed by
Razinger,193 who gave an emiprical example but offered no proof. Rücker and
Rücker180 proved that EC’s and (awc)s’s are identical. Consequently, the EC
of vertex i of the s-th order can be obtained by iterative summation of the
(s-1)-th order contributions of the neighbors of i and is equal to (awc)s(i).
Thus, calculation of twc requires nothing but a sequence of addition steps. This
elegant procedure, termed by Rücker and Rücker180 the Morgan summation
procedure, is illustrated in Figure 2. Rücker and Rücker180 also prepared

Figure 2 An illustrative example of the Morgan summation procedure
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program MORGAN (so named presumably to point to the pioneering work of
Morgan14) based on the described procedure.

There is also a third method available for counting total walks. This method
is based on the relationship between molecular walks of length s, eigenvectors
(cri; i=1,2,. . .,N ) and eigenvalues lr

s of the vertex-adjacency matrices with
various values of exponent s.192 A starting point is the eigenvalue equation:

Acr= lrcr; r= 1, 2 . . . , N (11)

Using the standard matrix-theoretical methods, from eq. (11) follows:

( )
1

A c cij r ri rj
r

N
s s=

=

l∑ (12)

Eq. (12) in combination with eq. (9) gives:

( )
1

mwc r r
r

N

s
s=

=

s l∑ (13)

where

sr= (cr1+ cr2+ . . .+ crN)2 (14)

If lr is a degenerate eigenvalue, then sr, as defined by (14), is not uniquely
determined. If such a case occurs, then the sum of ′σ r s over all degenerate
eigenvectors is a true graph invariant ′σ ρ with r a label for distinct eigenvalues.
Then in place of (13) one has ( )mwc s

s= ′∑ s lr rr
. Formula (13) represents the

spectral decomposition of the molecular-walk counts.116,194,195

Rücker and Rücker183 reported total walk counts for saturated acyclics
through polycyclic hydrocarbons with up to ten carbon atoms. They also
reported walk counts for molecules containing multiple bonds and/or hetero-
atoms using the Morgan summation procedure.181,196 Graphs which are used to
represent this kind of molecule are general graphs,197 that is, graphs in which
multiple edges and/or loops are allowed. In simple graphs (as we earlier consid-
ered) multiple edges and loops are not allowed.198 General graphs are also
known as the vertex- and edge-weighted graphs.5 Walks in general (weighted)
graphs depend on weights given to vertices and edges.181,196,199 For example,
if a loop on vertex i is given a weight of 1, it means that it will give rise to
additional walks such as the walk of length 1 from i to i. Once we decide the
values for vertex- and edge-weights, the application of the Morgan summation
procedure is straightforward. In Figure 3 we give the total walk count for a
selection of molecules taken from Rücker and Rücker.196

In fact the bulk of the discussion concerning the counting of equi-weighted
walks carries over with but slight modification to the generation of random
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Figure 3 Total walk counts (twc) for a selection of molecules. O and S are arbitrarily
assigned weights 1 and 2, respectively. Four numbers in the row below twc are
the total number of connected substructures (Nt), the number of distinct con-
nected substructures (Ns), the total number of connected subgraphs (Nt’) and
the number of distinct connected subgraphs (Ns’). Data presented here are all
taken from ref. 196

walk sums. Random walks are generated by powers of a (Markov) matrix M
with elements which are probabilities for the associated steps

( )
1/  ,  

0,   otherwise
M

d j i
ji

i=
c





(15)

Then e.g. (Ms)ji is the probability for an s-step random walk beginning at
site i to end at site j. In analogy to the (awc)s (i) invariant one may consider a
random-walk count:
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which has the neat interpretation that rwcs(i)/N is the probability that one
ends after s steps at site i having started randomly at any site. The sum

rwc i
i

N
s ( )

1=∑ , which would be the analog of (mwc)s, is not so interesting though
in that this is always =N, because this sum divided by N is evidently the prob-
ability of ending someplace after s steps. (And thence also the analog of twc is
trivial also.) Again the rwcs(i) may be neatly computed via eigensolutions to
the matrix M, which however generally is non-symmetric, when the graph is
not regular. But in this general case the eigensolutions are related to those of a
symmetric matrix, as may be seen if one first starts out noting that M may be
written as M=AD−1 where D is the diagonal matrix of degrees di. Then we
introduce the matrix:

H=D−1/2 M D1/2 (17)

where D1/2 is the diagonal matrix of square-roots of degrees and D−1/2 is its
inverse. Evidently H is similar to M (i.e., they are related by a similarity trans-
formation), so that H has the same eigenvalues, and eigenvectors c’r which are
simply related to those cr of M, thusly

c’r=D−1/2cr and cr=D1/2c’r (18)

But evidently also H=D−1/2AD−1/2, so that H is symmetric and more standard
matrix diagonalization routines may be employed, to yield the cr and
associated eigenvalues lr. Then e.g.,
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where the cri are components of cr. In fact this matrix H is rather well-known,
sometimes being termed the (normalized) Laplacian matrix of G, and there is
much theory about it, e.g., as reviewed in Chung.200 This matrix is also interest-
ing in that half the sum of its elements is just the Randiç201 connectivity index
1x. In general one may anticipate that many different graph invariants defined
in terms of equi-weighted graphs may also have interesting and useful ana-
logues defined in terms of random graphs. Some such invariants have been
noted in by Klein202 to be related to sum rules for resistance distances. But there
are many graph invariants built for equi-weighted graphs where the random-
walk analogues have not yet been explored. One example of this is the different
invariants derived by Diudea203,204 from his walk matrices.

Dress et al.205 reported the number of walks in trees with up to 18 vertices.
The total number of trees they considered was 205004 trees. They studied the
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harmonicity206 of these trees and found that exactly three of the studied trees
are harmonic, none almost harmonic, 11 superharmonic, and all other consid-
ered trees to be subharmonic. Dress and Gutman207 also reported asymptotic
results regarding the number of walks in a graph.

The concept of walks was extended by Lukovits and Trinajstiç208 to walks of
zero and negative orders by using a backward algorithm based on the usual
procedure to obtain the values of molecular walk counts. These authors called
the Morgan summation procedure the Razinger algorithm, and have formal-
ized it as follows. Let 1 be an N-dimensional (column) vector, all entries of
which are equal to one. Let as be a (column) vector, the entries of which are the
awc’s of order s for all vertices. Then the Razinger algorithm can be formally
written as:209

as=As 1=As-1a1= . . .=Aas-1 (20)

It is clear if matrix A−1 exists, the procedure can be inverted:

as-1=A−1 as (21)

Formula (21) allows the concept of atomic walk counts to be extended to awc’s
of zero and negative orders. However, there are three possible subclasses of the
inverse procedure: (I) The inverse of the vertex-adjacency matrix exists – this is
the simplest case; (II) matrix A−1 does not exist, and a0= 1 and (III) matrix
A−1 does not exist, and a0c 1. Lukovits and Trinajstiç208 have shown how
to get walks of negative order for cases (II) and (III). Note that awc’s and
mwc’s of negative order may assume non-integer and even negative values. In
Figure 4 we give (awc)s and (mwc)s for several values of s starting with s=1 up
to s=−5 for ethylcyclobutane.

Rücker and Rücker,210 after learning about the work by Lukovits and
Trinajstiç,208 derived a nonrecursive equation for walks of zero and negative
orders in a graph (or molecule), utilizing their previous work on spectral
decomposition.192,195 They also developed a computer program for counting the
atomic and molecular walks for both positive and negative orders. With these
two papers208,210 the concept of walk counts covers walking in both directions
– forward and backward, and no walking at all.

2.4 Combinatorial Measures of Molecular Complexity. – Most authors agree
that the concept of complexity is too complex to be defined precisely.211–213

And it has been further proposed that complexity rather than being a non-
numerical quantity is a partially ordered quantity – see, footnote 27 of the
ref.214 But for a chemist’s purpose one may consider a system to be complex
if it consists of a great number of components – the more components in a
molecule, the more complex the molecule is.

We do not fully review here the variety of existing complexity indices and
their dependencies on structural features (size, branching, cyclicity, multiple
edges, heteroatoms, symmetry) of molecular graphs (they were recently
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reviewed elsewhere182,215) and for more general (chemical, biological, ecological)
networks216 – we consider here only those combinatorial quantities that have
been used to characterize molecular complexity via the corresponding graphs.
We already mentioned the role of walks in characterizing graph (molecular)
complexity.181 Rücker and Rücker181 also introduced the term labyrinthicity if
the complexity of a structure is measured by walk counts alone, because the
walk count neglects symmetry. On the other hand, some other authors strongly
incorporate symmetry characteristics of molecules. For example, Randiç pro-
posed a symmetry-dependent complexity measure based on the concept of
augmented vertex-degree.217–219 The augmented degree of a vertex i in a
(molecular) graph is the sum of its degree and degrees of all other vertices with
weight 1/2d depending on their distance d from the vertex i. The Randiç com-
plexity measure is then equal to the sum of the augmented degrees of vertices
not equivalent by symmetry. It should be noted that the vertex-degrees have
all kinds of nice combinatorial properties, e.g. refs. 220, 221, and they span
the history of (chemical) graph theory from the beginnings (the Königsberg
bridge problem, the handshaking lemma)222 to our times, e.g. refs. 223–225. We
should also remember that N-tuple code is based on vertex-degrees in a graph
and its subgraphs.7 Some other authors have used in the past, for example, the
degree distribution for the construction and enumeration of constitutional
isomers in the alkane series.226,227

Figure 4 The values of (awc)s and (mwc)s for s=1, 0, −1, −2, −3, −4, −5 for a graph
representing the carbon skeleton of ethylcyclobutane
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Combinatorial properties that quite naturally correspond to a chemist’s
view of complexity expressed above are the number of kinds of connected
subgraphs (substructures) Ns and the total number of connected subgraphs
(substructures) Nt. A connected subgraph (substructure) is a subgraph (sub-
structure) in which for every pair of vertices (atoms) there is a sequence
of edges (bonds) connecting them. Connected subgraphs can be generated by
removing one or more edges and/or vertices from a graph under the condition
that what remains is in one piece. The graph itself is counted as a subgraph
for formal reasons. In Figure 5 we give all subgraphs of a simple graph G
representing the carbon skeleton of methylcyclobutane.

After the pioneering work of Gordon and Kennedy228 on the use of sub-
graphs in chemistry, Bertz and Herndon229 were the first to explore the idea of
using subgraphs for measuring molecular complexity (and similarity). Bertz
et al.230,231 were first to use Ns and Nt numbers to study molecular complexity
and synthetic complexity. Bertz232–234 has also used these numbers to study the
complexity of synthetic reactions and routes. Bonchev235 indepedently used the
Nt number for assessing molecular complexity.

A problem with the subgraph-counting numbers Ns and Nt is that their
growth is explosive. For example, these numbers for a relatively simple mol-
ecule such as cubane are182 64 and 2441, respectively. Therefore, it is generally
out of the question to construct all connected sugbraphs of graph by hand.
Naturally a computer program would be of use to enumerate all nonisomor-
phic connected subgraphs, and consequently to calculate Ns and Nt numbers,
up to a certain graph (molecular) size. Such a program has been prepared by
Rücker and Rücker236 and was named NIMSG (NonIsoMorphic SubGraphs).
Their computer program first generates all connected subgraphs and then uses
a combination of well-discriminating graph invariants to eliminate duplicates.
Their program is applicable to simple graphs and to general graphs. Before
this program, they prepared one that was applicable only to simple graphs
(they called it SUBGRAPH).237 Since a connected subgraph can be described
as a linear array of labels of adjacent edges, just as a path can be described
as a linear array of labels of adjacent vertices, the connected subgraphs are
generated by a path-finding algorithm working on the graph’s edge-adjacency
matrix. The edge-adjacency matrix differs from the vertex-adjacency matrix
in considering adjacencies of edges instead of adjacencies of vertices.5 Rücker
et al.238 studied the limits of the computer program NIMSG within the compre-
hensive graph samples which serve as supersets of the graphs corresponding
to saturated hydrocarbons, both acyclic with up to 20 carbon atoms and
(poly)cyclic with up to 10 carbon atoms. Since a fast computer method for
reliably discriminating all nonisomorphic graphs is not available, Rücker et
al.238 used in their work graph invariants of discriminating power as high as
possible. They established that NIMSG, using as discriminatory graph invari-
ants the combination of the Balaban index J239 and the eigenvalues of the
distance matrix,240 is realiable to use within the domain of mono-, di-, tri-,
and tetra-cyclic saturated hydrocarbon substructures with up to ten carbon
atoms as well as of all alkane substructures with up to 19 carbon atoms.
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Therefore, the computer program NIMSG can be reasonably employed in
chemistry whenever one is interested in computing substructures of a rather
large number of saturated hydrocarbons which are themselves comprised of a
modest number of vertices and edges.

When Rücker and Rücker196 extended their program for the computation
of Ns and Nt to unsaturated compounds represented by multigraphs, they had

Figure 5 All connected subgraphs of a graph G representing the carbon skeleton
methylcyclobutane
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to distinguish between subgraph and substructure. The coincidence between
subgraph and substructure, valid for simple graphs, does not hold for multi-
graphs. The difference between a substructure of an unsaturated molecule and
a subgraph of the corresponding multigraph is that in the substructure all
bonds still present have their multiplicities as they are in the parent molecule,
whilst the subgraph may correspond to a less unsaturated analogue of the
parent multigraph, that is, it may have a single or double edge where the
multigraph has a double or triple edge. To illustrate this difference, we
compare n-pentane and 1-pentene. In n-pentane (only the carbon skeleton is
considered) one detects the following connected substructures: 5 methane sub-
structures (single C atoms), 4 ethane substructures (C–C), 3 propane substruc-
tures (C–C–C), 2 butane substructures (C–C–C–C) and n-pentane (C–C–C–C–
C) itself. Thus, the total number of connected substructures Nt is 15, whilst the
number of distinct connected substructures Ns is 5. The total number of con-
nected subgraphs Nt’ and the number of distinct connected subgraphs Ns’ are
also 15 and 5, respectively, since n-pentane is a saturated molecule. In 1-
pentene there are 5 methane substructures (single C atoms), 3 ethane substruc-
tures (C–C), 1 ethene substructure (C=C), 2 propane substructures (C–C–C),
1 propene substructure (C=C–C), 1 butane substructure (C–C–C–C), 1 butene
(C=C–C–C) and 1-pentene itself. Hence, Nt=15 and Ns=8. The 5 methane

Figure 5 Continued
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substructures give 5 single-vertex subgraphs; the 3 ethane and ethene substruc-
tures give 5 single-edge subgraphs; the ethene substructure gives additionally
1 double-edge 2-vertex subgraphs; the 2 propane and propene substructures
give 4 three-vertex linear subgraphs; the propene substructure gives addition-
ally 1 3-vertex multigraph; the butane and butene substructures give 3 four-
vertex linear subgraphs; the butene substructure gives additionally 1 4-vertex
multigraph and the 1-pentene graph gives 2 five-vertex linear subgraphs and
its own subgraphs. Thus, Nt’=23 and Ns’=9. The Nt, Ns, Nt’ and Ns’ indicate
that 1-pentene is more complex than n-pentane. Rücker and Rücker196

designed a computer program to construct and count all connected subgraphs
and substructures and distinct connected subgraphs and substructures of gen-
eral graphs and the corresponding unsaturated heterocompounds. They named
this program BERTZ, presumably in honour of Steven H. Bertz who in 1981
published a pionieering paper entitled The First General Index of Molecular
Complexity241 and has continued to contribute to the present day to our
understanding of molecular complexity and complexity of chemical reac-
tions.215,232–234 Program BERTZ is applicable to large sets of molecules, such
as we find in combinatorial libraries, but in these cases because of the huge
numbers of structures to process it is necessary to limit the maximal size of
substructures (subgraphs) to a certain number of bonds (edges). In Figure 3 we
also give Nt, Ns, Nt’ and Ns’ numbers for a set of molecules for which we listed
their twc values – all the numbers are taken from Rücker and Rücker.196

There have been some further miscellaneous uses of complexity measures.
Arteca242,243 has discussed entanglement complexity for linear chain polymers.
With the representation of a polymer conformation by the embedding of
the linear-chain graph in 3-dimensions, a projection may be made into a
2-dimensional plane, whence the number of crossings there can be used as an
entanglement complexity measure. Side-chain complexity enters into David-
son’s lexicography32 for alkanes. And further in biology and in physics there
has been work on various complexity measures.

The number of spanning trees is another classic244 combinatorial measure
of graph complexity which has been used245 for (poly)cyclic molecules. A span-
ning tree of a (molecular) graph G is a connected, acyclic subgraph that
includes all the vertices of G.4,5 Since acyclic graphs do not possess cycles, the
spanning tree of an acyclic graph is identical to the graph itself. Therefore, the
number of spanning trees can serve only as a measure of complexity in the case
of (poly)cyclic graphs. Bonchev and coworkers246 were the first authors who
used spanning trees (they called them maximal trees) explicitly as a measure
of complexity for chemical structures, whilst Brooks et al.244 were first who
defined the number of spanning trees of graphs as complexity for graphs. Inde-
pendently, Gutman et al.245 used the number of spanning trees to study the
complexity of cyclic graphs. There are several methods for obtaining the
number of spanning trees.247 Here we will mention only the method based on
the Laplacian matrix. The Laplacian matrix L of a graph G is defined as:248

L=D-A (22)
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The Laplacian matrix is sometimes also called the Kirchhoff matrix248 of a
graph because of its role in the matrix-tree theorem,116 implicit249 in the work
of Kirchhoff.250 And sometimes L is called the combinatorial Laplacian, to
distinguish it from the normalized Laplacian earlier noted in connection with
random walks.

The Laplacian matrix is a real symmetric matrix, so that diagonalization
of the Laplacian matrix of a graph (molecule) G with N vertices (atoms) gives
N real eigenvalues li, i=1, . . . , N. The smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian
spectrum li(L) is always 0, as a consequence of the special structure of the
Laplacian matrix. The uses of the Laplacian matrix, its characteristic polyno-
mial, its eigenspectrum, and related invariants have been explored in chemistry
for at least the last decade.184,247,251–262

The number of spanning trees, denoted by t, of a (molecular) graph is:248,263

t N Li
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=
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In regular graphs (that is, graphs in which every vertex has the same degree
r),4 the eigenvalues li(L) of the Laplacian matrix:

0= l1(L)< l2(L)f . . .f lN(L)f 2r (24)

and of the vertex-adjacency matrix li(A):

r= l1(A)< l2(A)f . . .f lN(A)f- r (25)

are related by:116

li(L)= r- li(A) (26)

In fullerenes whose graphs are regular graphs with r=3 (since all their vertices
are of degree 3), eq. (23) transforms by means of eq. (26) into:264

t N Ai
i

N

= -
=

(1/ ) [3 ( )]
2

l∏ (27)

This formula was used by Fowler265 to study complexity of isomeric C40, C60

and C70 fullerenes. He found that the most stable isomers of C40, C60 and C70

fullerenes each have the greatest number of spanning trees and consequently
the greatest complexity within their respective sets of 40, 1812 and 8149 candi-
dates. Fowler265 obtained similar results when he applied the Randiç complex-
ity (RC ) formula in the normalized form to the same three sets of isomeric
fullerenes:217–219
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where ri is the degree of the vertex i whilst dij is the distance in terms of the
number of edges between vertices i and j. However, this formula produced less
marked separation of isomers than eq. (27).

Mallion and Trinajstiç266 used two combinatorial quantities spanning-tree
density and reciprocal spanning-tree density in an attempt to quantify the struc-
tural intricateness (complicatedness) of (poly)cyclic molecular graphs. They
referred to it by the term intricacy. The term intricate graphs has already been
used by some other authors.267

The spanning-tree density of a simple (molecular) graph G, denoted by STD,
is defined as:

STD= t /ECN-1 (29)

where ECN-1 is the number of ways of choosing any N-1 edges from the E
available edges in G. STD represents the probability that if any set of N-1
edges in G is selected, and if the remnant set of (E-N+1) edges in G is
deleted, the resulting entity is a spanning tree.

In order to deal with numbers that are greater than 1, Mallion and
Trinajstiç266 introduced the reciprocal spanning-tree density, denoted by
RSTD, as:

RSTD= ECN-1/t (30)

The criterion of structural intricacy is – the bigger RSTD is, the more intricate
the structure is.

For some classes of graphs RSTD can be given in closed form. For example,
formulas for a complete graph KN (that is, a regular graph G with N vertices
and r=N-1) and a complete bipartite graph Km,n (that is, a complete graph
which is made up of two sets of vertices — m and n — such that each vertex in
the m set is joined to all and only to vertices in the n set; note that N=m+ n)
are given as:

RSTD(KN )= (1/2)N(N-1)CN-1 /NN-2 (31)

RSTD(Km,n )= mnCm+n-1 /mn-1× nm-1 (32)

Examples of the complete graph and the complete bipartite graphs are the
Kuratowski graph K5 and Utilities graph K3,3, respectively. These graphs have
been used to characterize planar graphs – a graph is planar if and only if it has
no subgraph homeomorphic to K5 or K3,3.268 The Kuratowski graph was used,
for example, in the study of the rearrangement of tetragonal-pyramidal com-
plexes,269 whilst the Utility graph is grounded in a puzzle discussed by Dudeney
in 1917 is his book Amusements in Mathematics270 in which he collected a
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number of mathematically based puzzles. Dudeney presented a puzzle which
can be visualized by the Utility graph under the title Water, Gas and Elec-
tricity, hence the name of the graph. The puzzle is to lay on water, gas and
electricity pipes from three sources to each of three houses without any pipe
crossing another. Also K5 and K3,3 were used in the discussion of the topologi-
cal chirality of proteins.271 A graph is topologically chiral if its embedding
in Euclidean 3-space cannot be converted to its mirror image by a continuous
deformation which avoids edge intersections. Nonplanarity is a necessary
condition for topological chirality because a planar graph is achiral in
3-space.272

The intricacies of both K5 (RTSD=1.68) and K3,3 (RSTD=1.56) graphs
are similar according to the RSTD criterion. However, the corresponding
numbers of spanning trees are rather different: t(K5)=125 and t(K3,3)=81. The
Kuratowski graph and the Utility graph are depicted in Figure 6.

Figure 6 A collection of chemically-important graphs
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Mallion and Trinajstiç266 calculated the values of RSTD for a number of
interesting regular graphs of degree 3 which have found application in chemis-
try, such as: the Petersen graph273 (RSTD=2.50; t=2000) (which depicts pos-
sible routes for the isomerisation of trigonal-bipyramidal complexes274–276);
the Blanuša graph277 (RSTD=3.01; t=1037136), which can be obtained by
suitably combining two copies of the Petersen graph (the Blanuša graph has
been introduced in the context of the four-color problem4); the Desargues-
Levy graph278 (RSTD=8.89; t=6144000) (which has found application in
describing isomerisations, rearrangements275,279–282 and nucleophilic displace-
ment reactions283); and Schlegel graphs284 corresponding to C60 (RSTD=3500;
t=3.75 × 1020) and C70 (RSTD=15000; t=1.14 × 1024) fullerenes (fullerenes
probably being the most interesting class of chemical compounds which have
emerged in the last two decades of the 20th century, when wide-spread research
began on fullerene chemistry starting with the discovery of the first fullerene
C60, named buckminsterfullerene285). The Petersen graph, the Blanuša graph
and the Desargues-Levy graph are also given in Figure 6, while C60 and C70

fullerenes and their Schlegel graphs are depicted in Figure 7.
Mallion and Trinajstiç266 also considered Schlegel graphs of Platonic solids:

the tetrahedron (RSTD=1.25; t(16); the cube (RSTD=2.06; t=384); the octa-
hedron (RSTD=2.06; t=384); the icosahedron (RSTD=10.54; t=5184000);
and the dodecahedron (RSTD=10.54; t=5184000). A number of chemical
structures possessing skeletons resembling Platonic solids are known, e.g. refs.
276, 286. The reason why the RSTD- and t-values of the pair consisting of the

Figure 7 C60 and C70 fullerenes and their Schlegel graphs
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cube and the octahedron as well as of the pair of the icosahedron and dodeca-
hedron are the same is that each of these two pairs are duals4 to each other.287

The tetrahedron is its own dual.

2.5 Other Enumerations. – Cash and Dias,288 in a continuation of Dias’
work on developing methods for calculating eigenvectors, eigenvalues and
resonance-structure counts for benzenoid radicals and diradicals, studied poly-
radicals. The resonance-structure counts of benzenoid polyradicals can be
determined from the tail coefficients of their matching polynomials.289 Coeffi-
cients of the matching polynomial are made up from only acyclic contributions
and this polynomial is a key concept in the topological resonance energy
(TRE).290–292 The TRE theory is nowadays accepted by many as a reliable
theory of aromaticity.293

Cash and Dias288 used Mathematica®294 to get the matching polynomials. In
their calculation, they utilized a program by Salvador et al.295 and the fragmen-
tation procedure in the case of large structures by Babiç et al.296 The structure
counts are large numbers for condensed benzenoid mono- and diradicals, but
they become huge numbers in polyradicals. For example, the following are
structure counts (given in brackets for only one diradical isomer of each for-
mula) for the polycircumtriangulene diradical series: C22H12 (306), C37H18 (999),
C73H21 (189792), C121H27 (153915460), whilst for the tetraradical series: C46H18

(273956), C88H24 (604073400), C142H30 (3859415491248). Dias297,298 and Dias
and Cash299 have made further resonance-structure counts for different classes
of benzenoid radicals.

Hosoya et al.300 in continuation of their work on topological properties of
polyhedral graphs, searched for twin graphs in polyhedral graphs with nine
and ten vertices. Graphs corresponding to polyhedra are called polyhedral
graphs.5 Thence polyhedral graphs are planar, and their planar representations
are often termed Schlegel diagrams.284 Hosoya and co-workers301 have previ-
ously defined topological twin graphs as pairs of highly similar nonisomorphic
graphs that are isospectral with respect not only to the characteristic polyno-
mial,5,52,116 but also to the distance polynomial,240 matching polynomial,289 the
Z-counting polynomial302 and have identical values of the Wiener index,303

Z-index302 and many other topological indices.5,52,184,256

The polynomial P(x)=|lI-A| of the vertex-adjacency matrix A of a graph
G is the characteristic polynomial of G. The set of eigenvalues of A
(i.e., the zeros of P(x)) is called the spectrum of G. Isospectral graphs5,304–307

(sometimes also called cospectral graphs4,308) are graphs with identical charac-
teristic polynomials and consequently identical spectra. Hosoya and his co-
workers300,301 prepared their own computer program to generate and enumerate
polyhedral graphs. With this program they reproduced the known numbers
of distinct polyhedral graphs with up to eleven vertices309 and obtained the
number of polyhedral graphs with 12 vertices (6384636 graphs). In Hosoya
et al’s paper,300 isospectral pairing was checked for the polyhedral graphs with
nine vertices (2606 graphs) and ten vertices (32300 graphs). Among 2606 poly-
hedral graphs with nine vertices they found 53 isospectral pairs, one isospectral
triplet and one isospectral quartet. They are the smallest isopectral triplet and
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quartet among the polyhedral graphs. Among 32300 polyhedral graphs with
ten vertices they found many more isospectral pairs (622), nine isospectral trip-
lets and two isospectral quartets. The isospectral pairs of polyhedral graphs
with nine and ten vertices give rise to three and 15 pairs of topological twins.
In Figure 8 we depict three pairs of the topological twin polyhedral graphs
with nine vertices.

Figure 8 Schlegel diagrams of the three pairs of the topological twin polyhedral graphs
with nine vertices taken from ref. 300. P(x) denotes the characteristic polyno-
mial, S(x) the distance polynomial, Q(x) the Z-counting polynomial, Z is the
Hosoya Z-index and W the Wiener index
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Rücker and Meringer310 attempted to answer the following question: How
many organic compounds are graph-theoretically nonplanar? The term graph-
theoretically nonplanar means that the structural formula of such a compound
cannot be drawn in a plane without at least two bonds crossing. It is interest-
ing to note that most known compounds, even those that are geometrically
quite clearly nonplanar such as helicenes, fullerenes and many other polycyclic
compounds, correspond to planar graphs, i.e., their structural formulas (con-
siderably distorted, if necessary – see, for example, in Figure 7 Schlegel dia-
grams of C60 and C70 fullerenes and in Figure 8 Schlegel diagrams of six
polyhedral graphs with nine vertices) can be drawn on a sheet of paper without
two bonds crossing each other.

A justly famous graph-theoretical planarity criterion has been introduced
and proved by Kuratowski.268 This states that a graph is non-planar iff it has
no subgraph homeomorphic to either K5 or K3,3. However, graph-theoretical
(gt) planarity tests available as algorithms or computer programs do not
use the Kuratowski criterion – these tests are based on the trials to embed
the structure in a plane without crossing of edges, a procedure more efficient
than finding subgraphs of unknown structure.195 (That is, there are many pos-
sible subgraphs which are homeomorphic to either K5 or K3,3.) Rücker and
Meringer310 used the Lempel-Even-Cederbaum planarity test311 written in
C++ (a part of the Graph Template Library (GTL)312). They first generated,
using computer program MOLGEN 4.0,313 all connected simple undirected
graphs of nine vertices (N=9) and tested them for gt-(non)planarity in classes
of constant edge-numbers E, that have also constant numbers of cycles C (=
E-N+1). All graphs with Cf3 were found to be planar, all those of Cg14
were found to be nonplanar, and for 4fCf13 the percentage of planar
graphs among all such graphs monotonically decreases from 99.09 to 0.23%.

Next they performed a corresponding test on all simple 4-graphs (graphs
with no vertex-degree higher than four – graphs that model carbon com-
pounds) with N=12 vertices, in classes of constant E or C. And again, they
found that all graphs with Cf3 were found to be planar, whilst for the classes
with 4fCf13 the percentage of planar graphs monotonically decreases from
98.80 to 0.84%.

Rücker and Meringer310 performed two more tests – they considered all
simple connected graphs with up to 12 vertices and all simple 4-graphs with up
to 12 vertices. In the first case they found that beginning with N=9 the major-
ity of simple connected graphs are nonplanar and in the second case that from
N=12 the majority of simple 4-graphs are also nonplanar. Finally, Rücker
and Meringer310 considered all compounds in the MDL Beilstein file. Because
of several technical, legal and financial obstacles, the gt-planarity test was car-
ried out by D. Hounshell of MDL who ran the test on all Beilstein compounds
in the MDL facilities (MDL, San Leandro, California). The gt-planarity test
did not uncover compounds whose gt-nonplanarity was hitherto unknown.
Rücker and Meringer310 also tested peptides/proteins since it is known that gt-
nonplanar peptides/proteins do exist.271,314–316 gt-Nonplanar peptides/proteins
were retrieved from the CAS Registry file. They found that a very few proteins
are gt-nonplanar.
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Barone et al.317 presented a program to generate a virtual library of
structures. They named their program GASP (Génération Automatique de
Structures Polycycliques). The authors claim that their program can generate
all polycyclic structures with a given number of rings of given sizes. It works
like the chemist who draws a ring, then adds another ring and so on. GASP
starts with a ring, i.e., its connection (connectivity) table,318 then it adds the
second ring in all possible positions, then, on each generated structure it adds
the third ring and so on. The authors presented the results obtained for several
structures (steroid, taxane and triquinane skeletons). For example, in the case
of steroid-like skeleton (4 rings of size 6,6,6,5) GASP generates 988 polycyclic
structures – among them there are 48 structures in which all 4 rings are fused.
Comparison with the Beilstein database (http://www.beilstein.com) revealed
that among these 48 structures there are 21 new structures. Barone et al.317 were
induced to publish GASP by a paper of Brinkmann et al.319 in which these
authors produced an algorithm for fast constructive enumeration of polycyclic
chains with arbitrary ring sizes. The algorithm has been implemented as a
computer program named chains.c. Computations have been carried out on
Pentium II 350 Mhz. For example, there are 1681 polycyclic chains with 10
rings of size six (time needed to get this number was 0.02 seconds). If one has
10 rings such that five are of size 5 and five of size 6, then there are 391251
possible polycyclic chains (time needed for this number was 1.58 seconds).

3 Concluding Remarks

Combinatorial enumeration has played an important role in the history of
chemistry.5,320–322 With the development and applications of combinatorial
chemistry and (virtual and synthetic) combinatorial libraries catalysed by the
development of powerful personal computers and portable software, combina-
torial enumeration has become a chemist’s, a biochemist’s and a medicinal
chemist’s tool of everyday use.2,3,323 Therefore, it is beyond the point to discuss
the usefulness of combinatorial enumeration in chemical, biochemical and
medicinal research. Nevertheless, we wish to point to some recent achievements
that were possible due to combinatorial enumeration.

Lahana and coworkers324 reported the rational design of immunosuppressive
peptides without relying on information regarding their receptors or mecha-
nisms of action. The design strategy was based on a virtual combinatorial
library and the use of a variety of topological and shape descriptors with an
analysis of molecular dynamics trajectories for the identification of potential
drug candidates. Lahana et al.324 generated the virtual combinatorial library
for the peptides of the general form RXXXRXXXXY. This sequence has
seven positions to mutate in order to create the library. The use of 35 amino
acids – 20 natural and 15 unnatural – leads to 357 combinations (64 billion
compounds), well above the present computing power. Amino acids were
characterized by their physical and chemical properties and also by their
topological indices. The number of 357 compounds in the library was reduced
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to 67 (279936) compounds by taking into account lipophilicity distribution,
considered critical for the bioactivity studied. Screening the library of 279936
compounds, using two types of filters: static and dynamic, resulted in identifi-
cation of 26 peptides satisfying all constraints. The bioactivity of these pep-
tides was tested in a heterotopic mouse heart allograft model.325 The compound
predicted to be the most potent displayed an immunosuppressive activity
about 100 times higher than the lead compound. This kind of approach has
become indispensable in drug design research, the first step being to build the
combinatorial library.

Until about 1992 combinatorial libraries were almost entirely restricted to
peptides and oligonucleotides,2 but in the last decade they have been extended
to many kinds of compounds.326,327 In this respect there is a very instructive
recent article by Storm and Lüning328 on using virtual combinatorial libraries
for the efficient preparation of macrocycles. However, combinatorial libraries
are still predominantly used in drug research.323,329

Important research related to combinatorial libraries concerns library
screening.330 Virtual screening of a combinatorial library may accelerate drug
lead discovery by selecting subsets of compounds according to their structural
similarity or dissimilarity toward compound collections of specific bioactivity.
One way to virtually screen the combinatorial library is by means of structural
descriptors. The process of virtual screening of a combinatorial library starts
from a wide selection of reactants that are used to generate in silico a huge
number of compounds, according to multicomponent reaction.331 In the next
step, for each chemical compound a comprehensive set of structural descrip-
tors is calculated, followed by a dimensionality reduction by selecting from the
descriptors set a chemical space that is relevant for the investigated biological
target. Finally, the compounds for synthesis and the high-throughput screen-
ing are selected with a statistical algorithm that implements a similarity, diver-
sity or drug-like paradigm. There are many kinds of molecular descriptors
in use:5,52,184,256,332–335 physicochemical or empirical (e.g., logarithm of octanol-
water partition coefficient, log P336), constitutional (e.g., number of hydrogen-
bond donors, number of hydrogen-bond acceptors, number of rotatable
bonds), graph invariants (e.g., cyclomatic number, walk counts), topological
indices (e.g., Wiener index,303 Hosoya index,302 Zagreb indices,337,338 Randiç
index,201 Balaban index,239 Harary index339,340), geometric (e.g., molecular
volume, polar surface area), quantum (HOMO energy, atomic charges) and
grid (various steric, electrostatic and lipophilic fields). Also there are rather
general combinatorial questions concerning data mining and data mani-
pulation in virtual combinatorial libraries. For a sampling of further recent
references see.341–346

Ivanciuc and Klein347 presented a simple and fast algorithm for building-
block computation of a variety of Wiener-type indices for the virtual screening
of very large combinatorial libraries. They short-cut the usual more detailed
computational procedures for the indices for each individual compound. Also
these two authors348 have reported the computation of Wiener-type indices
for virtual combinatorial libraries generated from the heteroatom-containing
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building-blocks. The approach is related to that used by Bytautas and Klein349

in computing average Wiener numbers for immensely large (i.e., >1024 struc-
tures). Ivanciuc350 reported an efficient algorithm for the building-block
computation of the Ivanciuc-Balaban indices351 for the virtual screening of any
large combinatorial library.

We should end our report by pointing to the motivation as to why Vollhardt
et al.352 synthesized bent [4]phenylene using their own words: This compound is
of interest because it constitutes the fifth and last [4] phenylene isomer (here they
refer to the paper by Gutman et al.353 on the enumeration of the isomers of
phenylenes), and its preparation allows the completion of an experimental analy-
sis of the comparative properties of this group of topomers, including data based
on calculations. [R]phenylenes (R=the number of benzene rigs) represent a
subclass of [4N ]annuleno-[4N+2]annulenes in which (formally) benzene (aro-
matic) rings alternate with cyclobutadiene (anti-aromatic) rings.354 This kind of
the structural arrangement of [R]phenylenes results in a number of interesting
properties.355 Gutman et al.353 enumerated the [R]phenylene C6RH2R+4 isomers
with up to R=12. There are five C24H12 isomers, 122 C42H18 isomers, and the
number of phenylene isomers goes up quickly giving 101161 C72H28 isomers.
The preparation of higher linear phenylenes would be of interest, among other
things, to prove or disprove theoretical ideas356 about possibility that these
compounds possess conducting properties.

Thence it seems that combinatorial enumeration in chemistry continues its
historical tradition, with an increasing degree of activity, to an ever wider
range of applications.
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